Comparison of primary motor cortex localization using functional magnetic resonance imaging and magnetoencephalography.
The primary goal of the study was to compare estimates of motor cortex localization from functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) and magnetoencephalography (MEG). Thirteen normal volunteers were studied using both methods. FMRI was performed on a clinical 1.5 T system using gradient-echo acquisitions and basic t-test processing. MEG primary motor field was characterized by a single dipole model. Comparisons between the location of the best-fitting MEG dipole and the FMRI activation results were made using both fixed regions-of-interest weighted averaging and clustering analysis to reduce the observed FMRI activations to a single representative location. Both FMRI and MEG identified expected anatomic regions of primary motor activity and there was overall agreement to within 10 mm between these two functional imaging modalities. Given the observed agreement between these two techniques, it does not appear that the proposed artifactual mechanisms of local bulk motions or large-vessel sensitivity will seriously preclude the clinical utility of FMRI for preoperative localization of sensorimotor cortex.